The physical constraints of smartwatches limit the range and complexity of tasks that can be completed. Despite interface improvements on smartwatches, the promise of enabling pro ductive work remains largely unrealized. This paper presents WearWrite, a system that enables users to write documents from their smartwatches by leveraging a crowd to help trans late their ideas into text. WearWrite users dictate tasks, re spond to questions, and receive notifications of major edits on their watch. Using a dynamic task queue, the crowd re ceives tasks issued by the watch user and generic tasks from the system. In a week-long study with seven smartwatch users supported by approximately 29 crowd workers each, we val idate that it is possible to manage the crowd writing process from a watch. Watch users captured new ideas as they came to mind and managed a crowd during spare moments while go ing about their daily routine. WearWrite represents a new ap proach to getting work done from wearables using the crowd.
INTRODUCTION
Smartwatches provide immediate access to information from anywhere, but their physical limitations make performing complex tasks difficult. As a result, users are rarely able to take advantage of spare moments to do useful work such as writing from their watches. It is, for example, hard to jot down a note if inspiration strikes while walking, contribute feedback on a draft while waiting for a bus, or proofread ed its while waiting in line at a coffee shop. This paper describes how to bypass the existing limitations of watch-based content creation by using the watch as an interface to the crowd.
Prior work has directly improved watch-based interaction by augmenting the available hardware [13, 14, 40] and devel oping new input methods [6, 24, 29] . However, while this increases the range of possible interactions, limitations with input and output continue to inhibit people's ability to create new content. Touch-based text input from a watch remains much slower than it is from other types of devices, and textentry alternatives like speech-to-text are error prone. Addi tionally, limited output on a watch makes it difficult for users to understand complex information and presents a challenge for interface designers who want to provide rich context.
We propose overcoming these limitations by using crowdsourcing. While using the crowd to complete complex tasks like writing is difficult, shepherding the crowd through the process by providing feedback along the way has been shown to result in higher-quality outcomes [10] . We hypothesized that a smartwatch could provide a sufficient and effective in terface to orchestrate crowds to create new content, while crowdsourcing in turn could provide a mechanism to over come limitations of the watch and enable a much wider range of smartwatch interactions than currently possible.
To study this, this paper presents WearWrite, a system that connects a smartwatch user as the domain expert of a partic ular piece of writing with a novice crowd of writers recruited on demand from Amazon Mechanical Turk. As shown in Fig  ure 1 , WearWrite consists of two key components:
Watch User Interface WearWrite provides the watch user with a lightweight notification-driven watch interface that allows the user to track and approve completed crowd work, issue new tasks, and respond to worker questions via built-in speech recognition or recorded audio. It employs a mixed-initiative approach to automatically complete sim ple actions on the user's behalf, only requiring approval for significant edits that can be previewed on the watch. Crowd Worker Interface WearWrite provides crowd work ers with desktop access to the document being written. It wraps the document to focus attention on open writing tasks while providing the full context of the document. Our system uses a dynamic task queue to prioritize the specific writing tasks issued and managed by the author, and fills the queue with generic writing tasks as needed. ument while mobile so that they could quickly capture new ideas and offload writing tasks to crowd workers. Wear Write's lightweight watch interface allowed watch users to stay in the loop, but reviewing larger edits or getting context of many parallel tasks was still difficult. We discuss differ ent strategies participants used for managing crowds from the watch on a range of writing tasks, the limitations of our cur rent design, and insights for future work in this area.
RELATED WORK
WearWrite builds on prior work into (i) wearables and multidevice interaction, (ii) crowdsourcing of complex work, and (iii) crowd shepherding of collaborative writing.
Wearables and Multi-Device Interaction
Smartwatches are becoming increasingly popular, enabling new applications through glances and micro-interactions. A number of approaches have been introduced to increase the input capabilities of smartwatches and the amount of infor mation that can be shown to a smartwatch user [2, 17, 22, 30, 32, 40] . Despite this, interaction on wearable devices like smartwatches remains limited. For example, text input from a smartwatch is much slower than it is from other types of devices [6, 29] . Speech-to-text is the primary technique used for smartwatch text input, but it can be error prone, especially for long sequences of text. It would be very cumbersome to write a document by typing or speaking long paragraphs of text using the smartwatch's existing technology.
There is promise in the research on multi-device interaction, which can allow a user to combine smartwatch interaction with larger devices to form a unified user interface and im prove the range of possible interactions [25] . Researchers have started to explore how to develop systems and tools for building watch-centric, cross-device interactions [7, 9, 15] . However, the cross-device interfaces explored in this context so far are all designed to be used by a single user handling multiple devices. WearWrite brings in a different perspective on cross-device interfaces by allowing a user to provide input and interact with a document using their smartwatch on one end of the interface, and the crowd to perform actions on the user's behalf using larger and more powerful devices on the other end of the interface. Using this approach, WearWrite aims to overcome existing limitations and enable completing complex tasks on smartwatches.
By taking advantage of the spare moments users have during the day and allowing smartwatch users to recruit and orches trate crowd workers, WearWrite expands the ways users can interact with documents. Related work suggests many po tential advantages to helping people make use of short bursts of time while mobile [8] . There is evidence that informa tion workers implicitly break larger tasks down into manage able subcomponents. People perceive tasks in segments [39], mental workloads dip at task boundaries [41] , and many com mon tasks like email are already accomplished in short bursts [11] . The rising success of crowd work suggests traditional information workers stand to benefit from microwork struc ture [35] , which can enable people to complete large tasks in many brief moments when they feel productive but do not have a long, uninterrupted period of time [4, 8, 37] . Addi tionally, providing people with the ability to complete pro ductivity tasks while mobile in various different contexts has the potential to spark new perspectives on the same task [38] .
Crowdsourcing Complex Work
Crowdsourcing is increasingly being used to complete com plex work like writing. The most straightforward way to write with the crowd is to simply hire an expert writer via a site like UpWork. This is similar to what is currently done whenever writers share their work with a reader, editor, or collaborator. However, while expert-finding platforms reduce the friction of hiring an expert, there are still considerable cost and effort to working with a single individual. For this reason, crowdsourced creative tasks are often decomposed into smaller mi crotasks [19] . For instance, CrowdForge uses a partition map-reduce pattern to provide a guide for decomposing com plex tasks into context-free subtasks [20] and Turkomatic guides the crowd workers themselves to do the same using a price-divide-solve algorithm [21] .
Crowdsourced writing is a particularly interesting domain in which to explore task decomposition and allocation because writing requires a number of fundamental but varied skills, and most traditional writing tools do not actively support the process of writing [12] . In recent years a number of differ ent approaches have been tried to decompose the process of writing into microtasks [3, 16, 18, 20, 34] . For example, Soylent splits writing projects into stages and invites crowd workers to make suggestions, shorten, and proofread text [3] .
Fat Fingers, Small Watches #chi4good, CHI 2016, San Jose, CA, USA The MicroWriter breaks the task of writing into three types of microtasks-generating ideas, labeling ideas to organize them, and writing paragraphs given a few related ideas-to produce a single report in short bursts [34] . Storia relies on the crowd to take in large amounts of information and gener ate written content summaries quickly [18] . The author can then leverage a more diverse set of content on the same in formation than they would have generated alone. WearWrite borrows task structure from this existing work, with the goal of having the crowd help the user write an article rather than having the crowd generate written content on its own.
Crowd Shepherding of Collaborative Writing
While task decomposition enables crowd workers to complete complex tasks like writing, the workers require oversight. Previous research has explored how requesters can best visu alize crowd effort and provide feedback to the workers. The idea of "shepherding the crowd" [10] was introduced to help workers improve over time. Requester intervention during the work planning stage as well as reviewing and editing the crowd's work in real time significantly improves work qual ity [21] . CrowdForge builds in tools to easily insert quality control steps in a workflow to improve work quality [20] . For problems that require different kinds of expertise, teams of experts can be brought together on-the-fly to work together, as in Flash Teams [33] . Agapie et al. provide an example of this in the context of writing by using a combination of lo cal and remote crowd workers to produce news articles [1] . Ensemble uses a team leader and an outline to direct crowd workers to ideate and contribute content [16] . In WearWrite, the watch user acts like the team leader in Ensemble.
WearWrite uses the crowd to allow authors to focus on the as pects of writing where they have unique insight to contribute. Collaborative writing is a common yet complex process that involves many discreet activities [31] and evolving roles [27] . Tomlinson et al. identified existing challenges with massively distributed collaborative writing, and found inadequate tech nological support for the process [36] . The WearWrite system attempts to fill this hole. Most collaborative writing currently relies on online synchronous collaborative authoring tools or the change tracking and version control features of modern word processors [28] . WearWrite adapts the best practices from collaborative writing by notifying users of important changes to the document. This paper contributes a system that allows a user to recruit, allocate tasks to, and provide feedback to crowd workers-all from a smartwatch interface. The watch provides a lightweight means of shepherding the crowd in a user's short bursts of spare time.
THE WEARWRITE SYSTEM
In this section, we present the WearWrite system, with a fo cus on its two user-facing components: the watch interface, which allows a smartwatch user to initiate new writing tasks and manage crowd work from their watch, and the worker interface, which is used by a crowd of writers recruited on demand to perform tasks requested by both the watch user and the WearWrite system. We describe the user experience with both interfaces first and then discuss the implementation. Figure 2 illustrates the three ways of interacting with crowd workers through WearWrite's watch interface. First, users can create new tasks for workers using two input meth ods: (i) the smartwatch's default speech-to-text interface or (ii) WearWrite's built-in audio recorder. Second, users can respond to questions submitted by workers. Watch users re ceive a notification on their smartwatch with the question and the corresponding task. They can then reply using the two input methods. In addition, they can cancel the task or cre ate a new task from the notification. Third, while workers are working on a task, users will receive edit notifications to gether with a thumbnail of the document that highlights the edit and shows it in context. They can view the edit thumb nail in full screen on the watch and can accept or reject the edit from the notification. Below we provide a design ratio nale and describe the features of the watch interface in detail.
Watch Interface

Creating Tasks
WearWrite supports creating tasks via the default speech rec ognizer or its own audio recorder. Speech-to-text may be pre ferred by watch users who achieve good accuracy with the recognizer, but can be problematic with longer instructions and those containing technical terms. This can make it nec essary for users to repeat input multiple times until it is prop erly recognized. The audio recorder was developed to avoid recognition issues and create a user experience similar to that of a digital voice recorder. If the first option is used, workers will receive instructions in plain text. If the second option is used, an audio player is embedded in the worker interface that automatically plays the recorded instructions and workers can rewind and replay the audio as needed.
Accepting or Rejecting Edits
In WearWrite, all edits created by workers become sugges tions. While this is required for the system to detect changes in the document, it can lead to confusion and frustration when many small edits are made in sequence and when many workers edit in parallel. Informing the watch user of every change was not an option, nor was automatically approving all changes without review. To reduce the load on the watch user, we developed a mixed-initiative approach that requires the watch user only approve major edits. The system auto matically accepts minor edits without sending a notification to watch users. This approach supports both smartwatch users and crowd workers by reducing the chance for the document to quickly become messy with many small edits to the text.
WearWrite uses the following heuristics to distinguish be tween minor and major edits. Format changes are always minor and automatically accepted by the system. We define insert edits as minor if they are shorter than 60 characters and replace/delete edits if shorter than 30 characters. Longer edits are considered major edits and need to be approved by the watch user. These thresholds were determined in pilots with the system and have achieved good results in our deploy ments of WearWrite reported later. The barrier was set higher for automatic replace/delete edit acceptance to avoid signif icant portions of text being erroneously deleted by workers.
As with format edits, we also considered to always automat ically accept insertions. However, to keep watch users in the loop, we decided to keep the threshold in order to notify them if longer sequences of text are added to the document.
Keeping Track of Work and Receiving Worker Feedback
In addition to edit thumbnails, watch users are also sent no tifications when workers have completed tasks. We decided to send both edit and task notifications for two reasons. First, edit notifications inform a watch user about local changes to the document, whereas task notifications signal to users when major blocks of work have been completed. Second, task notifications allow users to keep track of worker progress in terms of their specific writing goals, prompting them to create new tasks building on the work accomplished so far.
In addition, users will receive comments that workers might choose to enter after they have performed a task or at the end of a session when they submit their work. While we had ini tially integrated this option for the evaluation of WearWrite's worker interface, our pilot studies showed that workers' posttask and post-work comments can provide valuable feedback on complexity and clarity of tasks, which we wanted to be sure to relay to the watch user requesting the task.
Viewing Tasks and Statistics on the Phone
The watch was designed to be the main interface for users. However, the system's core functionality is provided by the WearWrite mobile app installed on the smartphone that is paired with the watch. The phone app is responsible for processing watch user input, exchanging data with the WearWrite system and Google Docs, and sending notifications.
To focus the user's interactions on the watch in our experi ments, we intentionally kept the phone interface minimalis tic. In the current prototype of WearWrite, it lists tasks cre ated by the user and shows statistics on tasks (e.g., number of accepted, skipped and completed tasks by workers). In addi tion, it can also be used to accept/cancel tasks and play back audio tasks, which is useful for watches without audio output. Figure 3 shows the main page of the worker interface. The basic workflow for WearWrite workers is as follows. First, before viewing the document, they are given general instruc tions and information on compensation for tasks they com plete and questions they ask. To achieve a quick turnaround and focus worker attention on the task, workers are advised to spend no more than five minutes per task. On the main page, workers read or listen to tasks given by the watch user depending on the input method used. They are free to skip and cycle through available tasks. Once they accept to work on a task, they will be allowed to edit the document. Workers can submit or drop the task at any time. They can work on as many tasks as they like during a session with WearWrite. If they have skipped tasks that were assigned to them, they will be reminded before they submit their work, and can choose to continue working on those tasks.
Worker Interface
Dynamic Task Queue
At the core of the worker interface is a dynamic task queue. The system always fills this queue with generic writing tasks for workers, but pushes those specifically requested by the watch user to the top of the queue. As a result, workers will be assigned a watch user's specific tasks first ahead of any generic writing tasks. For workers who have previously worked on the document, this may be ideal. However, they also have the ability to skip tasks, allowing them to defer a task and resume it later. While certainly an option in the fu ture, we opted against implementing locking on tasks so that only one worker will be able to accept a user's specific tasks. Rather, tasks can be accepted by multiple workers and will only be removed from the queue once the watch user cancels or accepts a task completed by a worker. To increase aware ness when choosing a task, the number of workers that are currently working on that task is visible to every worker.
Generic Writing Tasks
The system generates writing tasks that are intentionally kept generic to potentially apply to many different types of writ ing. Our study also seeded four generic tasks: (i) "find a bullet point in the outline, and edit it so that it becomes a full sen tence", (ii) "find a sentence in the document, check for issues, and try to fix them", (iii) "find a paragraph in the document, check the sentences, and try to improve them", and (iv) "skim through the document, find anything else that needs work, and improve it". These tasks were designed to guide workers Fat Fingers, Small Watches #chi4good, CHI 2016, San Jose, CA, USA Figure 3 . The worker interface wraps the Google Doc and makes it available for input once a task has been accepted. Next to the document are the task instructions in plain text or as an embedded audio playback control, a task completion timer, and the number of workers that have accepted the task. Below this is the Q&A interface for crowd workers to ask questions and see answers by the watch user related to the task.
through the process of starting from an outline and transform ing it into prose, and continue iterating on the document from the level of sentences to increasingly larger portions of the document. The intention of this generic task model was that workers would gradually acquire more context of the writing by starting from tasks focusing on local edits and widening the scope of tasks on larger portions of the document.
Worker Feedback
Other than through the document itself, the worker interface provides three ways for workers to communicate with the watch user. First, they can submit feedback on task com pletion. Workers are asked to rate two statements, "the task was clear to me" and "I wanted more help on this task", on a 7-point Likert scale, and have the option of a free text re sponse for any additional comments. Second, they can submit feedback at the end before they submit the HIT and return to Mechanical Turk. In this case, they are asked to rate three statements, "This is fair compensation for my work", "the tasks were interesting to me", and "the questions and answers on tasks were helpful", and enter a comment.
Questions & Answers
Finally, workers are always given the option to ask questions. The worker interface contains a specific area for questions and answers that will be visible to all workers working on the same task. Workers are incentivized to ask questions on the task by earning a small bonus for every question they submit. When adding this feature, we anticipated heavy use as it pro vides the primary means of two-way communication between workers and the watch user while they are working on a task. However, pilot testing revealed that workers hesitated to ask questions during tasks. Instead, they were much more likely to finish a writing task and leave a comment at the end. We therefore extended the worker interface to prompt workers to submit a question post hoc that they think, once answered by the watch user, would help improve and clarify the task.
Implementation
The implementation consists of three main components:
WearWrite App The app is divided into an Android Mobile app running on the phone and an Android Wear app run ning on the watch-the notification-driven watch interface allowed us to keep most of the logic on the phone; WearWrite Server Implemented in PHP and responsible for scheduling tasks via the dynamic task queue and assigning them to workers-it hosts the worker interface and man ages tasks, edits, and replies in a database and regularly sends updates on completed tasks, major edits, and worker questions to the Mobile app on the phone; WearWrite Observer Implemented as a Chrome browser extension that we installed and hosted on a separate com puter for our experiments, but could be implemented in a virtual browser such as PhantomJS and run within the WearWrite server-it periodically scans the Google Doc and extracts suggested edits, takes screenshots of major ed its and sends them to the watch user, accepts or rejects edits as requested by the watch user, and automatically accepts minor edits without watch user approval.
WEARWRITE DEPLOYMENT
For the evaluation of WearWrite, we deployed the system with seven smartwatch users. Each participant used the WearWrite watch interface over the course of a week to create the first draft of a self-motivated writing project on a topic of their choice. We asked them to use it for an entire week in the context of their day-to-day activities so that they would have sufficient time and opportunity to explore WearWrite.
Participants
The seven participants (six male, one female, age 22-31 years) were recruited through university-wide mailing lists. Figure 4 . Statistics from our one-week deployments of WearWrite with seven participants, showing from left to right: the number of tasks and percentage of recorded audio instructions, the number of major edits sent to and percentage accepted/rejected on the watch, the number of workers, completed tasks and accumulated time on tasks, the number of questions submitted, the total money spent on crowd work, the type of project, word count at the beginning and end of the experiment with difference in percent, the number of all suggested edits and accepted/rejected in percent.
daily routines, participants were required to have owned and used a smartwatch for at least several months prior to the study. Actual use ranged from 3 months to a maximum of 3 years, with an average prior use time of 13 months. Two of the seven participants had previously worked with crowds from microtask platforms, but prior experience with crowdsourcing was not a requirement to participate in the study.
Study Protocol
The study was composed of three parts: (i) Setupparticipants filled out a background questionnaire, installed the necessary software, and completed a short training after deployment, (ii) Usage-participants used the system as part of their daily life over the course of a week, and (iii) Follow Up-participants completed a post-study survey and exit in terview. Participants were compensated with $55 USD.
Setup
In the Setup session, we installed WearWrite on the partici pants' personal smartphones and watches, and walked them through the process of creating tasks for workers and approv ing crowd work. Participants were also shown the worker in terface so that they could observe how workers would receive new tasks and how workers could ask questions.
Participants were free in choosing the writing project they wanted to do using WearWrite. Since many of our partici pants were involved in research activities at the time of the experiment, three of them chose to write an introduction to a research paper they were already working on. The remaining four chose to write a blog post on a topic of their interest. To help jump start the writing with the crowd, each partici pant was asked to create a bulleted-list outline of their writing project on Google Docs.
Usage
Once the project outline was in place, the WearWrite Us age phase started. Participants were given a week to work with the crowd to evolve their initial outline into a prose first draft. A handout reminded smartwatch users that their online collaborators may be non-experts, and advised them to give short, specific, and actionable writing tasks, e.g., "write two sentences on why a non-computer scientist would care about this work." Participants were asked but not required to use WearWrite regularly and as much as possible from the smartwatch. They always also had direct access to the Google Doc.
To always have a pool of workers available to participants, crowd workers were continuously recruited throughout the week. Across all projects a total of 205 crowd workers were hired from Mechanical Turk with an average of 29 workers per participant. For each project, WearWrite collected data on the participant's watch usage, including the number and types of tasks created, the number of edits accepted/rejected using the watch or Google Docs directly, and word count dif ference between the initial outline and the first draft produced at the end of the week. Google Docs kept a record of all revisions. WearWrite also collected data on how the crowd used the worker interface, including how often they skipped or completed tasks, the time spent, as well as their questions, post-task and post-work ratings and comments.
Follow Up
At the end of the study, we conducted a Follow Up session with each participant involving a 30 minute interview. For the first half of the interview, we asked participants to describe how their week progressed working with the crowd and the current state of their writing project. In the second half, we asked participants specifically about what they liked about the WearWrite system, and what they wished were different.
RESULTS
We start our presentation of results with an overview of each writing project of our seven participants. This is followed by an analysis of WearWrite usage statistics produced over the course of the week. Finally, we report feedback provided by our smartwatch users and crowd workers across all projects. Figure 4 lists all projects completed by our smartwatch users with the statistics that WearWrite produced for the seven watch user participants and the 205 crowd workers.
Overview of the Writing Projects
Fat Fingers, Small Watches #chi4good, CHI 2016, San Jose, CA, USA P1 chose to write an introduction to a research paper on suc cessful hackathon group traits. By using general crowd writ ing tasks to expand the bullet points from the outline provided by P1, the crowd quickly pushed towards a first draft. P1 then requested tasks asking to workers to merge certain sentences under the motivation into longer sentences and remove con tent that was already integrated elsewhere in the document. A final pass instructing crowd workers to consistently use the term 'hackathon' through the document produced a reason able first draft for P1.
P2 wrote an introduction to a CHI submission he was work ing on describing a platform and technique to distribute mo bile applications. Initially, P2 used a strategy similar to P1, first observing how crowd writers transformed the outline into an initial set of paragraphs. He then used primarily audio in structions, asking workers to elaborate on specific sentences, to add a transition between paragraphs, and finally to make the text "sound more formal, similar to something that one would read in a research paper". After he took a full pass over the document and made various edits on his desktop, he requested a shortening task using WearWrite, ending up with a complete introduction of a good length.
P3 wrote a chess tournament report that he wanted to pub lish on his blog. Compared to the writing projects of P1 and P2, this participant provided a more elaborate outline with pieces of sentences that he would like to see included in the document. The crowd was quick at connecting the different pieces and producing a first set of paragraphs. However, the document was not complete as P3 wanted to include the chess club's address, operating hours and tournament nights. While P3 had hoped that crowd workers would "Google this infor mation by themselves," he finally provided the required de tails and formulated them as tasks for workers, which were then completed quickly.
P4 wrote on an amateur radio club and the activities and ser vices they offer. She provided one of the shortest outlines and then filled workers in, creating tasks to add content to specific places in the document that should contain the information she provided. Compared to other participants, P4 managed small details more by first drawing the workers' attention to the subheadings that she wanted transformed into topic sen tences, then asking them to reword certain sentences, merge individual sentences under subheadings into paragraphs, and remove redundancies, and finally having them improve the wording of specific sentences.
P5, like P2, used WearWrite to work on a CHI submis sion, in this case on smartwatch interactions. Again starting from bullets containing the basic arguments, workers quickly produced complete sentences and transitions between para graphs. He then created an audio task to "make the sen tences easier to read" which simplified some of the language, but also removed some technical terms that he had wanted to keep. He monitored the writing progress from the watch and also took an active role by editing the Google Doc from his desktop to bring back some of the details that were re moved. Over the week, P5 increasingly used the Google Doc as a working document. He used it to fill in passages of text provided by one of his coauthors and asked crowd writers to correct the grammar and generally improve the English.
P6 wanted to write a blog post on 2016 US Presidential Can didates. He prepared an outline containing an introduction and then listing five potential candidates asking writers to write a short paragraph for each, providing their biographic details, party affiliations, previous work experience and views on crucial issues. He used unique strategy requesting a num ber of audio tasks at once aiming to get workers to focus on a specific candidate's profile. During the project he requested additional tasks to include specific aspects on some of the candidates and move some content around in the document.
P7 collected arguments on why Apple Inc. is successful. He provided a very simple outline containing five potential reasons. The document quickly grew to considerable length and contained various opinions of crowd writers. P7 then fil tered and sorted some of the arguments, asking crowd writers to provide references to back up some of the claims. Like most projects, this document ended up with a draft following the initial structure, but putting the key arguments forward in prose. At the conclusion of all experiments, this project showed the largest difference in terms of word count compar ing the initial outline and first full draft.
Usage Statistics Figure 4 also shows the statistics we collected for the seven smartwatch users and the 205 crowd workers.
Watch Users
Over the course of a week, participating smart watch users created an average of 15 tasks for the workers per project. Usage of the option to record audio instructions varied a lot between participants from one using it all the time to two us ing it not at all. As the effect of our mixed-initiative approach, smartwatch users were only asked to approve 30% of all sug gested edits and WearWrite automatically handled the rest for them. While there was a strong trend of accepting rather than rejecting edits, the tendency to accept edits directly from their watch varied considerably between participants. P3 and P6 approved all edits from their laptops rather than the watch, but they still kept abreast of changes via watch notifications.
Crowd Workers
Across all seven projects, 205 crowd workers were hired us ing Amazon's Mechanical Turk, with 142 unique worker ids. We initially experimented with different crowd platforms and piloted an early version of the system with expert writers hired from UpWork [26] . The expert workers paid a lot of attention to writing style and consistency and took a lot of initiative, at times even changing the examples desired by the watch user. We found that a larger crowd of non-expert work ers reduces cost and makes it easier for the watch user to stay in control.
Crowd workers spent a total of 51.6 hours and made 940 ed its. On average, participants worked with 29 crowd workers on their projects and workers spent 7.4 hours to complete 83 tasks per project, submitting 10 questions for each watch user. Workers worked for an hourly rate of $10 USD per HIT. We Fat Fingers, Small Watches #chi4good, CHI 2016, San Jose, CA, USA developed a bonus system that paid up to $0.45 per task and a fixed $0.10 per question submitted. With 2:20 and 2:22 minutes on average, workers spent roughly the same time on system and user-generated tasks. All HITs paid regardless of edit approval, amounting to an average of $27.26 per project.
Workers transformed outlines into prose on the first day mostly with system tasks. After that, workers still improved the writing, but asked users for new tasks. While there was always worker activity, projects saw a burst of edits at the start and with new user tasks. On average, workers made a 134 edits per project with an average acceptance rate of 96% by our watch user participants. Most projects showed a sub stantial increase in terms of word count at the end, with an average of 258% across all projects, ranging from 130% for P3's blog post on a chess tournament, to 745% for P7's blog post on US 2016 presidential candidates. All projects started from outlines. P2 and P5 provided new text during the week. WearWrite's system tasks assume an existing outline or text. But P4's and P6's strategy to request a number of tasks in parallel allowed them to start with less content.
Qualitative Feedback from Watch Users
We now look at what we learned using the post-study ques tionnaires and interviews with the watch users. As indicated by the post-study questionnaires, three participants were con vinced that WearWrite was useful for producing a first draft. The other participants did not express as much agreement for different reasons which we followed up with in the in terviews. The watch interface was rated positively by most participants regarding ease of use, helpfulness for tracking progress and effectiveness in managing crowd work. Four of our seven participants argued that the crowd did not write similar to what they would produce, but most agreed that the questions and comments they received from crowd workers provided good feedback. Five of them wanted to continue us ing WearWrite in the future. Below we discuss six emerging themes from the interviews.
Potential to Transform Smartwatches
Before our study, several participants expressed apprehension with relying on their smartwatch for their writing project. However, afterwards they felt that WearWrite enabled pro ductive work from their watches: "I don't usually produce things on my smartwatch, it's only for review, so this was new" (P1). "I don't think you can do anything productive with the watch these days. I was surprised I could do something interesting" (P3). Some even seemed to prefer WearWrite over other means of requesting help with writing: "It's hard to give elaborate instructions for writing through email, the way I could quickly give a task was much better" (P6).
Flexibility in Use
Smartwatch users were enthusiastic about the mobility the system provided: "It was nice to see it progress while I was attempting to do something social" (P4). Participants re ported to have used WearWrite to create and review tasks in a variety of contexts. Most users successfully integrated the system into their daily routines. Five of seven participants used WearWrite in spare moments such as riding a bus, at a bus stop, waiting in line, at home, at work, and at a bar. On the other hand, two users scheduled specific times for WearWrite use: "I would start in the morning, batch a bunch of tasks, and review all the work at the end of the day when I got home" (P2).
Feeling of Productivity
Despite some concerns, participants saw potential in the crowd writing experience: "having the crowd write stuff was pretty cool" (P1). "Having a framework where I can delegate tasks and scaffold different parts of my paper? I think that's useful" (P5). Generally, they enjoyed offloading the writing tasks to the crowd so they could spend time working produc tively on other things. "I don't feel so behind on my work, I know someone is taking care of this other project" (P2). "[The work] is not hard to do, but if someone else can do it, then that's really helpful to me" (P5). One user even created and approved tasks while while at a board game night with friends and on a road trip, "it's like an 8-hour drive home and I'm still able to make substantial edits" (P4).
Easy to Request Tasks, Hard to Review
Regarding WearWrite's interface, watch users liked the low barrier to create tasks: "I liked issuing tasks quickly from the watch" (P2). "I liked that I could create documents on the go, otherwise it's hard to use your laptop or phone while you're travelling or walking." (P3). Three watch users had a learn ing curve over the first few days, struggling to balance when and how many tasks to post. "It was kind of a mess, several crowd workers would work on the same task so they would keep deleting work or sometimes there would be many redun dancies" (P1). In that situation, they often had to intervene and manually edit the document to restore sections or resolve conflicts. Two particularly struggled with reviewing large ed its from the watch, "if there was 1-2 sentences I could read it, but after that I always had to look at my phone or laptop to approve the edits" (P7). When several tasks were requested in parallel, it was also hard to get the context of each completed task: "when many tasks were completed at once, I couldn't get the context of where I was looking just from the watch... I started to do one task at a time so I always knew what I was reviewing and where it would be in the doc" (P5).
Mixed Feelings about Quality
The most controversial issue in the interviews was writing quality. Those who felt positive about the experience argued that crowd workers successfully "took an outline and turned it into prose, and I appreciate that" (P4 into my paper", but felt he could leverage the creative diver sity of the crowd: "This would be nice in the brainstorming phase; I like the idea of having lots of people help me come up with ideas" (P2). For writing projects with more technical terms or jargon, a few users noted that the crowd would sim plify by removing things they had wanted to keep. "It's nice because it's readable... but it tends to be 'dumbing down' the text, the technical terms I wanted were deleted" (P5).
Good Starting Point
All seven of the watch users planned to take the crowd's writ ing and use it for their final drafts of their projects. Four of the seven expressed that it was a good starting point, but that they will want to take an editing pass through the document. "It's something to jump off of, and that's powerful and use ful" (P5). Three of the seven will take significant portions of the text to use directly without edits to the writing content. "Some of the writers were really good... I didn't make any changes except for some formatting" (P6). "It's close to the final stage, I just want to add some figures" (P3).
Qualitative Feedback from Crowd Workers
Through the worker interface, the crowd was able to provide feedback on WearWrite-both to the smartwatch users lead ing each project and to us as the designers of the system. We received 169 comments from workers in these ways, mostly related to WearWrite's worker interface and task design.
The post-task and post-work feedback showed a consistent theme in all projects across tasks. Workers rated tasks to be clear and interesting. The ratings also indicated that they did not want more help on tasks and that they found questions and answers helpful. Despite individual complaints, there was overall a strong agreement that compensation was fair. From the comments left by workers, we identified several common points of friction that they had while working on the projects.
Complex yet Interesting Interface
WearWrite's worker interface was received very positively by crowd workers. One worker provided a fairly comprehen sive review: "I haven't done an MTurk task like this thus far, and I liked that it had complexity, a clear and changeable setup, and the ability to give feedback and ask questions." To some workers, the WearWrite tasks also had a learning curve: "There is a learning curve in this. It is an interesting project in that multiple people are working on it."
Jargon Blocks Productivity
Language was a common issue. Some of the projects had technical terms and jargon that made it difficult for crowd workers to contribute. "I got hung up on the 'how it works' part because I realized that I just didn't have the technical knowledge to describe the step-by-step process." Even termi nology around the writing process was sometimes a sticking point, e.g., "I don't know what a bullet point is."
Too Many Cooks
The seemingly most frustrating sticking point was the coor dination issues that arose from multiple workers working si multaneously on the same thing. "Its frustrating when others re-edit your work. Especially when they are terrible writers."
"Too many cooks in the kitchen spoils the broth." Some noted that their changes had been deleted (to them) prematurely.
Work Has Good Repeat Value
Overall, many workers expressed interest in working on sim ilar projects. "Very interesting to do more job like this please post the same and inform me to do so." Some crowd work ers were engaged with the topic of their project, "the subject matter is interesting." Some even felt that the work was per sonally fulfilling, "it was a good learning experience. I hope to do this again, but with increased efficiency."
DISCUSSION
The goal of WearWrite is to leverage small moments of time to allow users to manage writing tasks on the go. WearWrite relies on a completely notification-driven interface -deliver ing document thumbnails to show edits in context, questions and comments by workers, and confirmations when work was completed. It uses a mixed-initiative approach that allows smartwatch users to make better use of their time by drawing their attention only to major document changes.
WearWrite's watch-centric design served as a probe to exam ine crowd-driven interfaces where the requester has limited interactive capabilities. While not all tasks can be completed from a watch, there are a class of tasks where using a watch rather than a phone might be less disruptive and more so cially acceptable. Participants liked the challenge of mostly using the watch, but resorted to editing Google Docs on a lap top when they found the watch interface too limiting. WearWrite was useful for quick requests and feedback, and pro vided flexibility in use.
Judging from the feedback on WearWrite we received from both user groups, watch users and crowd workers, we can say that WearWrite takes a significant step forward, but our first prototype has not reached its full potential.
Better Supporting Transition between Devices
In our deployments of WearWrite, the current design pushed users to use the watch interface for almost all interactions with the system. This was considered crucial for our experi ments to explore the benefits and limitations of writing from smartwatches using our approach. The feedback provided by participants indicates that users appreciated being able to ini tiate tasks from the watch. However, for other writing activi ties such as reviewing larger amounts of edits and to actively contribute to the writing, they preferred to use their mobile phone and desktop and so wanted to be able to more easily switch between devices as part of the writing process. This is something we can address by expanding on the mobile phone app that we have so far kept minimalistic, as well as improv ing the cross-device experience by adopting interaction tech niques and design patterns from recent research [7, 25] .
Interaction Between Users and Workers
We observed that our smartwatch users had a tendency to ac cept edits made by the crowd rather than reject them. We hypothesize that this could have happened for several rea sons. For one, it may be that the crowd produced high qual ity edits that warranted acceptance. Users may also have a Fat Fingers, Small Watches #chi4good, CHI 2016, San Jose, CA, USA bias towards accepting edits because any change, even when not clearly an improvement, made them feel like they were making progress. Users may also have been impacted by the fact that the edits were suggested by real people, and could have accepted changes in a desire to support the efforts for the Turkers. Previous work has shown that people interact with automated processes differently than with people, and it is interesting to consider the impact of exposing the humans on the other end of the watch on the watch user's experience.
There is also an open issue of how and when to recruit crowd workers for editing. For the experiments presented here, re cruitment was done manually so that workers would be avail able during the times that the watch user were likely to be available. However, potential recruitment triggers include when the HITs run out, when a new task is set by the watch user, or at the request of the watch user. The service could also be scheduled so as to be available during a fixed set of hours, or as a function of predicted user availability.
Role of Workers in Authoring
In addition to providing insight into smartwatch interaction, WearWrite reveals several interesting things about collabora tive writing from the perspective of the worker. While collab orative writing has been well studied [28, 31] , crowd workers may represent a new type of collaborator. Further study is necessary to better understand how to best support this type of collaborator. For example, if workers interact with each other during writing, traditional collaborative editing tools may benefit their experience.
The copyright of textual content that is generated on commis sion belongs to the person who paid for it. However, when crowd workers contribute significant content to a document, it may be that they should be acknowledged as co-authors. It would be interesting to understand whether the 205 workers in our study felt like co-authors of the watch users' projects.
While our studies focused on crowd workers, the WearWrite workers do not have to be crowd workers. They could also be known collaborators or targeted experts in relevant domains (e.g., in the topical domain of the piece being written, or in the domain of writing and copyediting), potentially pulled to gether on the fly [33] . The WearWrite workers could even be the same as the WearWrite smartwatch users themselves. Smartwatch users could use the worker interface to collabo rate with themselves via the watch and worker interface [35] .
Future Work
Future work in this area should investigate the trade-offs to farming out similar tasks and explore leveraging the crowd's expertise more thoroughly.
WearWrite's efficacy raises the question of how we should be spending our spare moments. What are the costs on our cognitive load to filling each free moment with a productive task? Do we lose value when we decompose projects into mi crotasks or does it allow us to focus better on the big picture?
While researchers have explored a number of different ways to structure writing [3, 16, 34] , we looked at just one partic ular workflow for writing with WearWrite. It could be differ ent structures lead to different performance. In particular, it may be able to design tasks that effectively transfer contextbuilding steps to the crowd workers, e.g., by better supporting the Q&A process. Recent work by Cai et al. [5] explores how doing chains of writing tasks creates context. Additionally, while WearWrite asked for feedback from the crowd after they completed tasks, it did not leverage the crowd in order to create tasks. Some crowd workers may take more initiative than others and a future version may encourage more collab orative efforts between the watch user and crowd workers.
We have explored the space of crowd writing, but are hopeful that WearWrite can be adapted to other creative or contentproducing tasks. Future work on this topic may explore areas such as graphic or user interface design [23] from a watch.
CONCLUSION
This paper contributes the WearWrite system that enables users to write documents from their smartwatches by leverag ing a crowd to complete writing tasks on their behalf. WearWrite users dictate tasks and receive notifications of major ed its on their watch, while crowd workers work on both generic and user-generated writing tasks within a Google Doc. To ex plore this envisioned interaction, we evaluated WearWrite in week-long deployments with seven watch users. Participants appreciated WearWrite's flexibility and the increased produc tivity enabled by offloading writing tasks to the crowd. While the system allowed them to easily capture ideas throughout the day, it was still challenging to review large pieces of text. Crowd workers enjoyed the tasks and many came back to work on multiple WearWrite projects; however, some work ers faced coordination issues and confusion over jargon. All seven authors went on to adapt versions of the crowd writing for their final drafts, with several using significant portions of the crowd's text without edits. WearWrite may be best used to complement, rather than replace, writing activities on a phone or laptop. The study provides a proof-of-concept that crowdsupported watch applications can provide a suitable approach for writing on the go.
